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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I go on to describe the model to support the delivery on the AWS Standard, I would just like to reflect a little on the work of the ISDC, which actually corresponds very much to my own involvement with AWS. My first week on the job took me to Sri Lanka in mid 2011 where the first meeting of the ISDC was held. And I think all present would agree that this was a bit of an eye opener for us all. And I guess that is what you would expect when you put 15 individuals in a room from different backgrounds and with different perspectives and you say to them please develop a Standard for managing such a contested resource, and you tell them that it should be applicable anywhere on the planet. I think many people thought we were crazy to even try such a task. But it has been fascinating to see how the ISDC has learned to work together. They have gone from what I think would be fair to describe as that somewhat chaotic meeting to a group that knows how to work together to find amicable solutions. And this really exemplifies what AWS is all about. We all know that water is hugely contested, and we all have our own preferences and opinions, but the one thing we all agree on is the need to work together to find solutions. And that’s why membership is such an important part of the AWS modelMembershipIt is through membership that we can create those dialogues that the ISDC exemplifies. But our membership offering needs to be more than that, so we have designed a model that isPractical: by being linked to other offerings, for example giving members discounts on trainingAccessible: by providing a tiered structure with  associate & full members, and differentiating between members from developed & developing countriesInfluential: By utilizing our partners (and you’ll hear more about our partners later), members of AWS will be part of a network of global leaders who together can be very influential. It also gives members numerous partnership opportunities, and a seat at the table when decisions are made on the future shape the Standard systemTrainingOur training program seeks to build capacity of all sectors to engage in water stewardship whether that is promoting , influencing, or implementing. To be effective, our courses that areCutting-edge: by again drawing from the key players involved with AWS to ensure that our training course will reflect the latest in knowledge and thinking on water stewardshipRelevant: By offering a step-wise approach to access the Standard, with courses tailored to local needs and delivered in local languagesIntegrated: By recognizing that water stewardship is not the only game in town, our training can be integrated into other sustainability approaches and training offeringsVerificationAnd for those who implement the Standard, we are building a verification system that will be Credible: by enabling organizations who meet the Standard to communicate credible claims  Affordable: by designing the system to provide the level of assurance you need, whether that is initial assessments up to 3rd part certification Innovative: by focusing on impacts and being linked to training to generate cycles of continual improvementThe AWS Standard touches all of these offeringsThe goal, however, is to be able to generate, access and share knowledge on water stewardshipThis gives you a snapshot of the AWS model, but there are three important elements not described in this slide:How will the system be governed?How will the system be managed?How will AWS services be delivered?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why are members so important?AWS members own the organization. Members will identify themselves with either the private sector, the public sector or civil society.Members appoint a board of directors (of around 7 individuals, based on skills more than representation)Members also appoint a technical committee to ensure the integrity of the system, 7 members balanced according to the three sectors of members, with one additional to ensure decisions can be takenA secretariat will run the organization on a day-to-day basis, led by an executive directorMembers will be drawn mainly through regional partnershipsIt will also be possible to join AWS directly if you have interests in multiple regions, or in regions where we do not yet have partnerships in place.But our model is very much based on partnerships with leading organizations working at a regional level.
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The importance of partners to AWS 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just as members are at the heart of AWS as an organization, partnerships are essential if the membership stucture is to be effective.While this network of regional partners is still evolving, and as you can see from the map we have work to do in some key regions, I am pleased to be able to give you a sense of how this network is shaping up and with whom you should engage to participate in AWS in your region:If you want to engage with AWS in Asia-Pacific your point of contact is Water Stewardhsip AustraliaIn South Asia we are putting together partnerships with TERI, Hindustan Unilever Foundation, CRB, and othersIn Africa we are just about to begin a partnerhsip with GIZ, part of which will be identifying regional partners in AfricaIn Europe AWS will continue to be represented by EWSIn North America our regional partner is the Water Council based out of Milwaukee WisconsinAnd lastly here in Latin America our partners will be Fundacion FEMSA and Fundacion ChileHandover to Juan Ramon
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